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Introduction

There are scores of abuses of fundamental freedoms and human rights worthy of investigation within Muslim-majority countries, including in the Middle East, and far beyond. Nevertheless, there are also important and pertinent issues vis-à-vis the communities where Muslims exist as demographic minorities. This is no less relevant in a country such as the United States—which is important in and of itself and to Muslim communities worldwide—owing to its political and economic power, which impacts those communities on a regular basis. Understanding the mainstreaming of anti-Muslim rhetoric, which aims to marginalize Muslim American communities, is thus a relevant and deeply significant issue for Muslim communities everywhere.

The gradual and extensive shifting of anti-Muslim rhetoric from the margins of American life to its political mainstream is the product of a symbiotic relationship between a tight network of anti-Muslim interest groups and a corresponding faction of willing politicians in need of grassroots exposure. Coupled with a mutually beneficial relationship with the conservative wing of the national media, anti-Muslim messaging is amplified. The most prominent vehicle for this political and rhetorical movement’s penetration into much of the Republican Party and, by extension, much of US politics, has been Barack Obama’s eight-year presidency—punctuated by the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections, as well as (and in particular) the 2010 midterm congressional elections. These three election cycles demonstrate a rise and fall trajectory that seems to characterize the intensity of racist, anti-Muslim politics as a mechanism by which political candidates benefit by participating in fomenting anti-Muslim sentiment in the run-up to an election, which then subsides after the election takes place. The 2008, 2010, and 2012 elections are useful in that they help highlight the lifespan of a trend that has done less to change the national political tenor than it has to set a permanent electoral tendency where more Americans vote for politicians who espouse anti-Muslim sentiment.

Three Elections and Their Correspondence to Anti-Muslim Politics

The following elections demonstrate the mechanism by which political candidates have benefitted from fear mongering at the expense of Muslims by participating in fomenting anti-Muslim sentiment in the run-up to an election. And while from within the political establishment anti-Muslim politics often subsides after the election takes place, the resultant rise in Islamophobia has lasting social effects.

2008 Presidential Election

Barack Obama’s candidacy provided an opening for a specific network of right-wing groups to ally themselves with the increasingly radical wing of the Republican Party by fueling anti-Muslim rhetoric. The anti-Muslim rhetoric was an attempt to counter Obama’s internationalist appeal—combined with the Illinois senator’s worldly background and non-white skin—which symbolized a new chapter in the United States’ societal evolution that certain segments of the conservative movement feared. Thus, rumors of the future president’s religion and beliefs, through the cumulative effect of several organized processes, began to make their way from the margins into its mainstream.

The strategy was multipronged. The documentary film Obsession: Radical Islam’s War against the West was distributed to more than twenty-eight million voters...
in swing states.239 Rumors of Barack Obama’s “Muslim faith”240 have been around since he made his keynote speech at the 2004 Democratic National Convention, but the matter became an actual election cycle issue for many, prompting Obama’s campaign to launch the now-defunct FighttheSmears.com. The site clarified everything from smears regarding his religion to the so-called birther conspiracies, alleging he was not born in the United States, and as a result ineligible to run for the US presidency. This matter is, of course, indicative of a deeper anti-Muslim sentiment, since the idea of a Muslim president seemed threatening to US national identity.241 In January 2007, Insight Magazine (now defunct), an outlet owned by the same company as the conservative newspaper the Washington Times, published a story saying Hillary Clinton campaign associates unearthed evidence that from the ages of six to ten, Obama had attended a Wahabbi-oriented madrassa that taught the most intolerant form of Islam. The rumor was never substantiated, but made it onto Fox News, The Glenn Beck Program, and the New York Post before CNN sent a journalist to Indonesia to investigate the matter.242 Furthermore, Erick Stakelbeck, a personality on a right-wing evangelical network who worked as a senior writer and analyst on Steven Emerson’s notoriously anti-Muslim Investigative Project on Terrorism, wrote in the lead up to the election about how Muslims are Arabizing and Islamizing the United States.243

2010 Midterm Congressional Elections

The 2010 midterm elections marked the point where the network of anti-Muslim interest groups seems to have reached their full influence in US politics from an electoral standpoint, though external circumstances favored their rise. Two parallel events helped buy the relationship between members and groups in the Islamophobia network and their willing Republican politicians: the “ground zero mosque” hysteria and the national campaign to ban sharia law at the state level.

In December 2009, the New York Times published a front-page story on the approval of the Cordoba Project, or the Park51 community center.244 Pamela Geller published a post on her blog, Atlas Shrugs, on the same day, claiming the project amounted to a “victory mosque” for radical Islamists to celebrate their win on 9/11. She referred to the project as the “ground zero mosque,” a term that would catch on at a national level even though it is neither located at ground zero nor really a mosque. During this time before the 2010 midterms, both Richard Spencer, president of the National Policy Institute, a white supremacist think tank, and David Horowitz, editor of FrontPage Magazine, an online right-wing political website, contributed to multiple articles a day on Jihad Watch and FrontPage Magazine, respectively, that focused on exposing matters like Obama’s “radical Islamist agenda.”245 Right after the midterm elections, the David Horowitz Freedom Center published a pamphlet called Obama and Islam detailing Obama’s supposed plans to “appease Islamic supremacism” and countries like Iran.246

In November 2010, Oklahoma became the first state in the United States to pass a state-level constitutional amendment (State Question 755) banning the practice of sharia law in the state. Though the courts eventually struck down the law, this was the beginning of a nationwide movement that helped politicians present an anti-Muslim rhetoric to their base.247

Former Republican Majority Leader Newt Gingrich made sharia law his project. After years of promoting the issue, in September 2015, “he told the audience at a Value Voters Summit in Washington, D.C., ‘We should have a federal law that says Sharia law cannot be recognized by any court in the United States.’ Such a law will let judges know, Gingrich went on, that ‘no judge will remain in office that tried to use Sharia law.’ These words prompted a standing ovation from the crowd.”

As of 2011, twenty-three states had considered bills banning sharia. The movement aimed to insert anti-Muslim rhetoric into the American political fabric, primarily by using the platform of right-wing state-level politicians. Regardless of the chances of actually passing the law, this rhetoric has already been given a chance to penetrate the mainstream of American politics.

2012 Presidential Election

As 2010 marked a climactic year for the influence and political success of the Islamophobic network’s working relationship with willing Republican members of Congress, events in 2012 demonstrated the limits of this political movement. It should be stressed, however, that the ultimate goal and effect of this relationship has not always necessarily been electoral. Rather, the cumulative result of fear has laid a kind of rhetorical, grassroots groundwork to facilitate the movement of anti-Muslim bigotry from the margins of American life to the main arena of its politics.

Though 2012 shows the limits of the material or electoral usefulness of this bigotry—primarily through the rebuke of conspiratorial accusations by mainstream
conservative Republicans like John McCain—the rise and election of Donald Trump is the latest example of how this rhetoric is now ready to be used or exploited at any time by aspiring politicians or their more experienced colleagues. As the anti-Muslim network aspired to use their rhetoric at higher levels of the political horse race, the sheer absurdity of their claims began to catch up with their electoral ambitions.

In short, the movement of anti-Muslim rhetoric into American politics has been made possible by a political climate altered by the tragedy of 9/11. Suspicion of Muslims has become commonplace across the political board, but particularly within the GOP, which, according to an August 2012 poll by the Arab American Institute, has an overwhelmingly negative view of Islam and Muslims. This rhetoric of “creeping jihad” or “stealth jihad” has led to the demonization of a certain group of people, intended to create wedge issues that can then be used to exact a political and electoral result.

The 2016 Election and Trump’s Vehicle:
Right-Wing Racism, Islamophobia, and Conspiracies

In March 2011—in a series of TV appearances over a period of six weeks—Trump shared his suspicions that Obama was not born in the United States. This riled up much of the Republican base—which was galvanized by all the dog-whistling undertones of the issue—and was Trump’s first attempt to test the waters of being a reality TV star cum politician. The experiment even propelled him in early polls of the Republican field of candidates for the 2012 election. According to a Gallup poll, the percentage of Americans who believed Obama was “definitely” born outside of the United States rose from 38 percent to 47 percent during that period. This was the case after Obama—president of the United States—eventually chose to address the fringe conspiracy by releasing his long-form birth certificate to the public. Trump pushed the issue so hard that he even reached out to fringe figures on the right who published tracts about Obama’s non-American birth; one of them even shot up to the top of Amazon sales charts.

Such was the atmosphere created by Donald Trump at a time when the United States was experiencing a resurgence in anti-Muslim paranoia. He started his intrusion into US electoral politics that way, entering US politics by using the vehicle of right-wing (later, “alt-right”) conspiracies imbided with Islamophobia. Since the birther mantra had run its course in April 2011 (after Obama released his birth certificate), Trump dropped the issue. By then, he had taken up a significant spot in the US political arena and imagination.

Donald Trump clinched the US presidency on November 8, 2016. Trump’s unexpected win signified a major shift in the Republican base from “mainstream, Rockefeller conservatism” to a set of unabashedly far-right values that can be summed up as alt-right. His rise was orchestrated and made possible by a coalition of actors that fed and exploited the anger of the white working class, its litany of perceived sociopolitical grievances and deprivations (and it was not just the working class), as well as the increasing cohesion and solidification of such sentiments into a corresponding political and, more importantly, electoral constituency. All this would go on to have highly significant consequences for outside perceptions of Islam and Muslims.

The influence of formerly marginalized figures such as the alt-right figure Steve Bannon on the Trump
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campaign, as well as the American and global alt-right, is one of the major reasons for the further mainstreaming of anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim rhetoric from both Trump and the political culture he emboldened. Steve Bannon, former executive chairman of the alt-right Breitbart News, was named the chief executive of Trump’s 2016 presidential bid in August of that year. After the election he served as White House chief strategist in the administration during the first seven months of Trump’s term. This orientation—one that tests the boundaries of political discourse, where incendiary commentary and coverage of sociopolitical issues have helped evolve a fruitful incubator for alt-right activities\(^\text{258}\)—became mainstream.

The sociocultural effects on the wider country of this gradual process of mainstreaming anti-Muslim sentiment culminated briefly for about a month after the 2016 election, when 1,094 hate crimes were recorded by the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) in thirty-four days.\(^\text{255}\) (For context, the Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI] recorded 6,121 hate crimes for the entire year of 2016, a five-year high).\(^\text{256}\) Three hundred and fifteen of these were anti-immigrant attacks and 112 were explicitly anti-Muslim.\(^\text{257}\) Thirty-seven percent of the total number were committed by individuals who directly referenced Trump or his campaign.\(^\text{258}\)

The background to these numbers is equally troubling, with hate crimes in the United States rising 10 percent from 2014 to 2016.\(^\text{259}\) Anti-Muslim incidents also rose from 154 in 2014\(^\text{260}\) to 307 in 2016.\(^\text{261}\) Moreover, the number of hate groups, primarily made up of white nationalist or far-right groups, rose from 782 in 2014 to 917 in 2016, almost a historic high.\(^\text{262}\) The SPLC reports that “The most dramatic growth was the near-tripling of anti-Muslim hate groups—from thirty-four in 2015 to 101 last year [2016].”\(^\text{263}\)

In other words, since the Trump campaign started in mid-2015, a dramatic rise in hate crimes and hate groups accompanied the duration of the election cycle and leading up to his election. Near the end of 2015, a YouGov/HuffPost poll showed that 58 percent had an “unfavorable opinion” of Islam and only 17 percent had a favorable one.\(^\text{264}\) These trends follow the increased Islamophobic rhetoric in the United States and are strong signs that the movement of alt-right rhetoric into the sociocultural and political mainstream had a tremendously negative effect on perceptions of Islam and Muslims.

**The Muslim Ban**

Trump’s initial executive order, signed on January 27, 2017, one week after taking office, signaled the final stage of the mainstreaming of anti-Muslim sentiment—political policy and a constitutional test, banning citizens of Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia, and Yemen from entering the United States for at least ninety days (including green card holders). Refugees were banned for 120 days and Syrian refugees were banned indefinitely.\(^\text{265}\) “We don’t want them here,” said President Trump, referring to Muslim extremists.\(^\text{266}\) Both the executive order and the speech accompanying it helped galvanize a highly problematic and increasingly...
hard-right political base. Crucially, the executive order stated that if “the religion of the individual is a minority religion in the individual's country of nationality,” then he/she would be admitted.267 That essentially limits the targets of these countries to Muslims only.

Though the “Muslim ban” was stopped by a federal court order before reemerging after a number of changes and iterations, the initial move from the White House to push such a thinly veiled and uncompromising anti-immigrant policy dovetailed perfectly with the Trump campaign’s proclamations to get tough on terrorism, excessive immigration, and crime.

In keeping with his essentialist world view, Trump reiterated throughout his campaign that radical Islam was on a par with some of the greatest evils of the twentieth century, like Nazism. Trump introduced the idea of registering all Muslims in a massive database,268 as well as the possibility of closing down certain mosques.269 His rhetoric accusing Muslims of trying to impose Sharia law throughout the West seems lifted from the list of the “Islamophobia industry,” and had already been a long-established mantra by Bannon.270 New York Times journalists explain this Trump-Bannon vision of Islam versus the West in a February 2017 article, not long after Trump signed the first iteration of the Muslim ban:

This worldview borrows from the ‘clash of civilizations’ thesis of the political scientist Samuel P. Huntington, and combines straightforward warnings about extremist violence with broad-brush critiques of Islam. It sometimes conflates terrorist groups like Al Qaeda and the Islamic State with largely nonviolent groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood and its offshoots and, at times, with the 1.7 billion Muslims around the world. In its more extreme forms, this view promotes conspiracies about government infiltration and the danger that Sharia, the legal code of Islam, may take over in the United States.271

It is perhaps not strictly a coincidence then that twenty-three pieces of legislation were introduced at the state level in 2017 to ban the practice of Sharia in eighteen states.272 Forty-three such bills were introduced from 2010 to 2017.273 Such anti-Sharia campaigns, which produce caricatures of Islamic law and Islam itself, can be found to originate from efforts within the Islamophobia industry in post-9/11 United States.274 These efforts are meant to spread fear of Islam and Muslims by portraying their values as completely alien to that of the Judeo-Christian West. Again, the West versus Islam binary so central to Bannon’s worldview can be located in such campaigns and efforts.

Likewise, according to a Reuters/Ipsos poll conducted not long after the executive order was initially announced, 48 percent of surveyed Americans agreed with the ban while 41 percent were opposed.275 Around the same time, a poll conducted by the conservative Rasmussen Reports showed 57 percent in support of the ban and 33 percent opposed.276 Yet, in February 2017, a Pew survey showed that on a scale of 0 to 100 (with 100 being the warmest and most approving), Islam scored a 48 for a large sample size of Americans. Though still behind most major religions, a score of 48 was higher than the 2014 score of 40. As is almost always the case with these issues in the United States, the scoring broke down quite visibly along partisan
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lines: in the 2017 survey, Republicans gave a score of 39 while Democrats gave 56.\textsuperscript{277} It is also possible that the obvious increase in alt-right activism and Islamophobia resulted in an oppositional reaction. According to the Atlantic’s Emma Green, who also refers to Pew data published in August 2017,

Almost half of respondents said someone had reached out to express support for their religion within the past year, compared to 37 percent in 2011 and 32 percent in 2007. Admittedly, these performances of alliance and optimism can be fraught; Muslims might prefer seamless acceptance to handshakes and earnestness from well-meaning neighbors.\textsuperscript{278}

Additionally, the Pew data cited above show that, compared with 2007 and 2011 numbers (when Pew last surveyed American Muslims), experiences of concrete anti-Muslim discrimination toward Muslims do not seem to have fluctuated much under Trump. But this finding seems to be contradicted by hate crime numbers released by the FBI in the past two years or so, which show a dramatic increase. That hate crime statistics for Muslims are almost always underreported\textsuperscript{279} should also be taken into account, as well as the fact that Muslims—predominantly people of color—also experience racial attacks/discrimination that are statistically categorized separately from religious discrimination. The fact that a large number of protesters came together in multiple cities across the United States to protest the Muslim ban was a much more encouraging sign, and perhaps the strongest, most media-saturated example of Americans trying to counter the rise of Trump.\textsuperscript{280}

**Conclusion and Recommendations**

Religious liberty has always been at the heart of the American vision of democratic freedom, emerging from within the civic framework provided by the US Constitution. However, rising anti-Muslim sentiment questions the place of specific religious groups in American life. The Muslim American community faces extreme and difficult challenges from institutional, social, and economic discrimination. Their fundamental freedoms and human rights are thus in question, as they face complex challenges from the US mainstream that are hard to combat for the simple reason that these challenges come from stereotypes perpetuated through the highest echelons of the political establishment. From religiously motivated discrimination and attacks on existing and proposed Islamic centers to misguided congressional hearings, Muslims in the United States are being unfairly targeted simply for exercising their basic constitutional right to religious liberty.

The attempt to conflate all of Islam with extremist violence by disseminating misinformation and distortions about Islam and American Muslims leads to a rise in discrimination against American Muslims and those perceived to be Muslim, attacks on American Muslim institutions, and protests against the building of mosques in local communities.

The rise in now mainstream anti-Muslim sentiment not only tests the long-established patterns of intercommunity relations, but hinders intracommunity growth and negotiation that is essential to Islamic rejuvenation as called for in this volume.

To this end, the use of othering and marginalization as a tool to achieve power has not been critiqued in the West as it has in the rest of the world, nor have its long-term implications for community growth and development been analyzed. Thus, there are several ways this can be achieved:

- The interactive nexus of interest groups–media outlets–political figures must be addressed in the United States. Power and influence networks should not be able to use the media to scapegoat a community for political gain.

- Standards for the treatment of minorities and marginalized communities need to be identified and formalized globally, tied to the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Such standards should be designed within communities through guidance from their leaders to lead to the


creation of universal standards for implementation in all nations.

- Reporting and data collection are then needed to evaluate the treatment of minority communities, not just in the developing world but particularly in the West.

- Arab and Muslim governments engaging and dealing with the United States must also be fully aware of this phenomenon, for two major reasons. The first is that Muslim-majority state governments often invite and engage with elements of the Islamophobia industry for projects within their own borders, without necessarily knowing that these elements are involved in such a network. In so doing, they inadvertently support this industry and then those in this industry continue to marginalize Muslim communities in the United States.

- Arab and Muslim-majority state governments often engage with those same elements to further their relationships with powerful actors within the United States itself—which, again, leads to the support of the wider networks, and thus contributes to the marginalization of Muslim American communities. Arab and Muslim governments ought to be supporting ways to increase political participation in their own societies and in the United States, so as to safeguard them from further rights abuses—rather than support elements that would be opposed to this.

- Each minority community must continue to engage not only in creating counter narratives, but in telling their own stories. For example, the contributive legacy of Islam in the United States is vast. Conversely, media should work towards normalizing the portrayal of minorities, rather than demonizing them.

- Finally, several statements from Muslim religious leaders have been developed with a renewed commitment to protecting minority rights in Muslim-majority countries; the same is not expected for groups such as Christian Evangelicals in the United States. A universal commitment to norms and values cannot be expected if the relationship is not bidirectional. Collectively moving towards a future based on pluralism is not possible without credible commitments.